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Background 
 

This exercise comprised of 2 samples FVIII INH 23:03 and FVIII INH 23:04 for the detection 

and measurement of FVIII inhibitors. The nature of these samples is, detailed below. 

Sample Information: 
 

Participants were asked to perform assays used locally to measure the inhibitor for sample 

FVIII INH 23:03 & 23:04. The samples were buffered with HEPES, Glycine and lyophilised.  

The samples were distributed to 100 participants with 78 participants returning results. 

A summary of data including results and responses for this exercise from all participants are 

shown below.  

Commentary: 
Sample FVIII INH 23:03 was reported positive or presence of inhibitor by 90% of 

participants. 10% of participants did not provide an interpretation. 65 results were reported 

using a one stage assay and 13 results using a chromogenic assay. The most used APTT 

reagent/kit was Hemosil Synthasil (n=25) for the one stage assay and Siemens chromogenic  
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FVIII kit (n=4) for chromogenic assay. The majority of centres used the IL ACL TOP series 

analysers to perform inhibitor testing (n= 34).  

Sample FVIII INH 23:04 was reported negative or no presence of inhibitor by 87% of 

participants, positive by 3% of participants and 10% of participants did not state an 

interpretation. 62 results were reported using a one stage assay and 9 using a chromogenic 

assay. Note, 35 sites reported a less than value for FVIII INH 23:04 from <0.2 to <1.0. The 

most used APTT reagent/kit was Hemosil Synthasil (n=25) for the one stage assay and 

Siemens chromogenic FVIII kit (n=4) for chromogenic assay. The majority of centres used 

the IL ACL TOP series analysers to perform inhibitor testing (n= 34). 

 

 

 FVIII INH 23:03 

Assay used for 
inhibitor 

detection/measureme
nt 

One Stage Assay Chromogenic assay 

Your result BU 7.36 7.36 

%DEV (previous 
survey) 

-26.4 (-26.86) -4.4 () 

Z-score (previous 
survey) 

-0.82 (-0.45) -0.60 () 

Performance 
(previous survey) 

within consensus  
(within consensus) 

within consensus  
(within consensus) 

Your interpretation positive 

  
 

n Median  
CV 
(%) 

Range 
 

One-stage  
Assay  

65 10.0 31.6 2.9-18.43 

 Chromogenic 
Assay  

13 8.0 16.6 6.8-11.0 

Uncertainty of measurement FVIII INH 23:03 one stage FVIII assay = 0.50, chromogenic assay = 0.48 

 

  



 

 

 FVIII INH 23:04 

Assay used for 
inhibitor 

detection/measureme
nt 

One Stage Assay Chromogenic assay 

Your result BU 0.0  0.0 

%DEV (previous 
survey) 

 (8.89)  () 

Z-score (previous 
survey) 

-0.58(0.32) -0.50 () 

Performance 
(previous survey) 

within consensus(within consensus) 
within consensus(within 

consensus) 

Your interpretation y 

  
 

n Median  
CV 
(%) 

Range 
 

One-stage  
Assay  

62* 0* 330.3* 0.0-3.0 

 Chromogenic 
Assay  

9$ 0$ 173.2$ 0.08-<0.6 

*29 participants reported less than values (<) for one-stage assay results and were not included in the statistical analysis. 

$6 participants reported less than values (<) for chromogenic assays and were not included in the statistical analysis.  

Uncertainty of measurement FVIII INH 23:04 one-stage FVIII assay = 0.14, Chromogenic assay = 0.01 

  



 

We asked participants to include details on aspects of the inhibitor testing at their centre. 

The outcome of which identified many different variations in the methodology for FVIII 

inhibitor detection. A total of 12 participating centres indicated that they heat treated, 9 at 

56°C for 30 minutes, 1 at 560C  for 60 minutes, 1 at 560C for 40 minutes and 1 at 580C for 90 

mins before performing inhibitor testing. 

The heat treatment question is concerned with a pre-incubation stage of inhibitor testing that 

renders the plasma deficient for factor VIII to a level of less than 10IU/dL for FVIII activity 

and FVIII antigen. The typical protocol for heat treatment is 56°C for at least 30 minutes 

followed by centrifugation of the plasma, Inhibitor Assays (practical-haemostasis.com).  

 

Comments were provided by participants for sample FVIII INH 23:04 including, “the 

instructions were not clear enough”. The questionnaire allows us to capture the laboratory 

testing strategies at participating sites and is used to inform a wider community of the 

sensitivity of reagents and methodologies plus the interpretations employed for inhibitor 

testing. 

 

This exercise does highlight the requirement for laboratories to undergo standardisation and 

re-assess methods that are employed. Some centres classified the FVIII inhibitor result of 

<1.0 BU/ml to be negative, which needs to be reviewed by these centres as published 

literature states that a cut-off value for a positive FVIII inhibitor is >0.6BU/ml1,2.  
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Performance scoring for FVIII Inhibitor assays 
 
The following performance methods have been applied to results in this exercise.   

 

Z scores: 

Participant performance is determined by z scores, calculated as follows.  The central 

reference point is taken as the peer group median.  The robust mean and SD are calculated 

by statistical exclusion of outlying results. The z-score is calculated as    

  [result – mean] / SD 

A z-score of >+/-2 is considered outwith consensus, with a warning flag; a z-score of >+/-3 is 

considered outwith consensus with an action required flag.   ‘Action required’ is also applied 

to two consecutive z scores >+/-2.  Two consecutive surveys with z scores >+/-3, or 3 

surveys with z scores >+/-2 will be considered persistently outwith consensus.  For centres 

registered for a participation and failing to return results will be assigned a z-score of 2.1 for 

that survey.  

The terminology “action” and “warning” is derived from ISO13528 guidance on use of z 

scores in proficiency testing programmes.   We suggest that an “action required” flag would 

prompt a laboratory to review their assay results and decide whether further action is 

warranted; in particular, the clinical implication of their performance should be considered.  A 

“warning” flag indicates a result outlying from the median, which should be monitored in 

future surveys. 

 

% Deviation from the median 

The central reference point is taken as the peer group median.  Individual results are 

calculated as a percentage of this median. 

 

Sharing results:  UK NEQAS (Blood Coagulation) does not share participant information with 

any 3rd party, except with respect to unresolved performance issues, please see our privacy 

policy, available online at www.neqascoag.org.    However, as articulated in the Pathology 

Quality Assurance Review, participants are encouraged to share their EQA 

Please note: The UK NEQAS BC FVIII inhibitor programme is not UKAS accredited. 

End of report 

http://www.neqascoag.org/


 


